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C7.1 "Surveying: Is it Easily Applied
,An Today's Textbooks?"

Evelyn Jackson

Armed with information about reading and thinking skills, reading

teachers are confident whif recommending strategieS' for study reading

that are best typified by Fruncis Robinson's (1962) approach known as

SQ3R-survey, question read, recite and review. Robinson propoe0 SQ3R

for study reading after examining the formats of textbooks andconcluding

that the reader's comprehension and concentration could be enhanced if

the task were approached systematically and efficiently.

Robinson's approach has become very popular and is frequently the

.backbone of what is recommended for textbook reading in secondary and

post-secondary reading improvement classes (Taylor, 1975; Blake, 1973;

Flemmtny, 1978; Brown, 1975; Smith, 1972; Norman, 1976; Judson, 4972;

Carinan and Adams, 1972; and Wood,-1978). Some author's have-represented

the approach by d fferent titles but the rationale in the descriptions

is the same: the reader surveys to quickly find out what's in store for

him/her; suestions ar.formu1ated which.are to be answered in the reading;

the student reads to answer the questions, the material is recited to

recall what was read; and later, the material is reviewed for longer-term

memory.

Tadlock (1978) in explaining the success of SQ3R relates it to an

formation processing theory of learning and states, "Each component

,
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of Ahe SQ3R procedure for independentstudy is designed to facilitate the

processing of incoming information (print) so the reader can deal with

mpre of it and deal-with it more effectively." (adlock, *1978)21's

The'ffrst step of ,SQ3R, survey, is the item of interest. Surveying

should be done when a reader is faced with any material which is new to

him/her. Books, chapters of textbooks, articles, and pamphlets, are

surveyed so that the i,der caneuickly establish what the task will be

all about and formulate one or more purposes for reading the material.

There are suggestions for what is involved in surveying each of the

above.mentioned pieces of material, let's further focus our attention on,

surveying a textbook cli4ter. Since chapters of textbooks have similar

features it is reasonable-to recommend that a student:do the following

when making a survey':

1. read the chapter title

2. 'read the introduction, if there is one

3. read the headings and subheadings

4. read questions built into the text, if there are any

5. read all graphic aids which are placed throughout the
chapter; understanding the-message astit is oraphically
given will make the reading task sasier

note,new vocabulary terms which may be italicized or in

t,

bold face print

7. read the summary and questions-it the send of the chapter

Aft,er making this kind of a survey a student should understand what the

chapter encompasses. It will be easier to uniJers.tand the purposes for'

reading and subsequently comprefiend-4ihat is deeme'd important.

The Problem

While the recommended plan appears reasonable, questions remain:

Does the procedure match current textbook.formats? Are they structured
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for s.urveying to be an effective approach easqx applied in study-reading?
0

In an atterpot to answer the questions, parallel chapters of Six popular

fimerican History texts were reviewed and compared. In each book the

chapter on Andrew Jackson and Jacksonian Democracy was selected for

analysis. The following faCtors were noted for eich-book: 1) the presence

or absonce of an introduction, 2) the number of HeOings, 3) the DAIrLer~

of caifeadinos, 4) the number of questions incorporatedo th4 text,

5) the number of diagrams,and charts, 6) the number4A illustrations an'cl

photos, 7) the number,of maps, 8) the presenceOr absence summarY

and, 9) the manner in which new vocabulary words are highlighted in the

text throughlhe use of bold-face prtnt or italics. In addition,

four -other chapter features were surveyed: 1) the number of asidesc/

(personality profiles, anecdotes), 2) the length of each chapter,

3) the presence or absence:of a chapter reviewrand, 4) the readability

level of each 600k (Table 1).
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The Smog formula (McLaughlin 1969) was used to approximate the roadability

level of the books because readability is often a factor which I -considered

by textbook evaluation cOmmitteas when selecting new books (Harker, 1977;

17th.

13th



Krause; 1976;?q2vitz and Meints,'1979). The conflict surtounding

readability formulas is acknowledged (Aukermán, 1972) however, the

information is Included here to demonstrate the importance of looking_

beyond a grade-level readability de'signation.

Discussion

All the chapters had titles so no category for checking ihe

existenc^e of title*s was necessary.in the analysis.. It ii.understood

that the titlis Ihe first-piece of information that a reader considers.

Upon reading the title,_it is recemmended that a reader reflect on what

may already be kneWn about the topic; this suggestion carries over`into

the reading-of all headings and subheadings. 'After recalling what is

known, the reader is advised to turn the title into a question which can

be answered during the reading. The process focuses the reader's

attention, enhances concentration and prepares one for active reading.-

F:sour of the six texts had introductions to the chapter. Of the

four introductions the one in Book A also featured main idea pre-reading

questions-. Havingsquestions added to an introduction provides a helpful

example for a teacher to highlight subsequent reading which can be

done to answer questions.

All of the chapters were divided into sections with headings and

five of the six chaptprs had subheadings. One text, Book E, had 39-

sub-subheadingi. Totaling the columns provtdes a better perspective

of the task. If a reader were to'only consider headings and subheadings

surveying could range from reading 15 elements within 20 pages to 49

elements within 21'pagei. Regardless of their substance, in number alone

they constitute several items to process.



Three 9f the texts incorporated questions into the chapter. &hese

4en be helpful in guiding a student through the chapter. Teachers tan

point out how the reader can monitor comprehension if the questions can

1

be answered after reading. During a survey of a chapter, questions can

also be helpful in guiding a reader's attention as to the section's

purpose. ;tudents seldom set their own purposes for reading a textbook;

assignments usually reflect-the teacher's purpose which often comes from

.a manual or lesson guide. Considering humbtr aIohe, there may be a point

of diminishing reurn. Book D not only has 45 headings and subheadings
A

to survey, it also features 25 questions which would be read if a student

followed the recommendations of a survey.

No text was without vistial aids. ,It is interesting to compare the

treatment by six publishers of the same'topic in American History. For

dile publisher the chapter merited six diagrams/charts, 16 illustrations/

photos, and four maps within 34 pages. For another, it was enough tp

hAv; tdo diagrams/charts, four illustrations/photos and no maps within

nine pages. The bottom line of these decisions is economic, it costs

more to have more visual aids. But aside from the expense, consider

what it means to a reader surveying the chapter. The comprehension of

the tivals can ease the task of-reading the teXt, especially if it is

written at a high readability level (Wood, 1978; Adams 1970).

Only two of the six texts, D and E, had summaries at the end of the,,

chapter. Reading a summary is often a good introduction to the whole and

is considered a worthwhile part of doing a survey. The two texts with

summaries also have the most number of different elements to process.

Instead of a student consideriro 81 different elements in Book D or 73

different elements in Book E,.it may be that the smary would provide a

better perspective of the chapter.
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SurOisingly little was done to highlight vocabulary in any of the

texts. This is hot to say that terms were not explained in context or

featured in lists in chsapter reviews. They often were. The point is

that during a survey the reader would not be able to roughly asses's

new vocabulary. Checking the vocabularvloafll enables a reader tc

determine the relative difficulty of the task ahead.

sSohle publisher-sjnade an offort to make American history more real

for the stude.nts by puttiing in persolitycorofiles or vignettes called

asides in this analysis. If these features are present it is the

teacher's responsibility to explain their relevance to the reading Of

the chapter.

Implications

The above description of the various features of chapters in selected

American History books has implications for two facets of the eduCational

scene: textbook selection and classroom Lstruction. Various authors'

gui0elines for selection of textbooks have many features fn common (Harker,

1977; Krause,A976; Jevits and Meints, 1979). Consideration is usually

given to,readability level,*concept load, author information,*ciroanizatiorc,

format and style, the teacher's manual, quality of workmanship and cost.

When evaluating format and style, it is important to look at what it means
+.

for the student who will be reading the text. It is th6 author's belief

at sar ey nts

should be able to develop this skill in material which does not ovtwhelm

them in the process. Members of selection committees should try surveying

a chapter of a book-under consideration and ask themsblves these questions:
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1) How long does it take to effectively survey the chapter? 2) -How many

elements (heading-i,-questions, graphics) are included? 3) Is it-easy to

grasp the intent and.extent of the ;hapter mairial? 4) Are there questions
s=c

built into the text wh ch'would effectively guide the reader? 5) Are

new vocabulary termshighlighted? 6) Can our students be' expected to

efficiently survey this material?

Instructional implicItions are moct obvious for implementation at
.

the beginning of a 'School year. Every teacher wiih a textbook to introduce

should gake a survey of the book part oF the introduction. At the same

time, hoig to read the textbook should be stressed. A teacher Kas the

information and experience necessary to e$kablish the objectives of

readino-the"text. To aid readers in reaching the objective's, they should

not only be given a study reading approach such as SOR, but should be

walked through it, if necessary. A teacher's guidance is vital. As in

the development of anY-skill, students might find it cumtersome andtite

consuming and be reluctant to pursue it. Structure and teacher assistance

need to be provided so that studentssan experience success. Surveying is

a ski l which can be used throughout a reader's lifetime, it is worth the

investment.
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